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Abstract. This article presents an extension of the formalism of algebraic specifications to the 
specification of concurrent systems. The key concept is that of process specifications, which have 
two hierarchical layers: processes and data. Processes apply to data via an application operator, 
eventually yielding a set of data as a result. Syntax and semantics of process specifications are 
presented, with emphasis on methodological issues (how to write hierarchically consistent and 
complete specifications). A suitable notion of observational congruence is introduced and character- 
ized. A notion of implementation is denned, and a general method for proving correction is 
considered, based on the notion of serializability proof. A primitive for putting specifications 
together, in parellel, is analyzed. Finally, richer primitives for building basic specifications are 
discussed. Our proposal is illustrated via several examples inciuding the one of the systematic, 
stepwise development of a complex specification. 
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Introduction 
This article presents an extension of the formalicm of nlgeiirgaic specijcations to 
the specification of concurrent systems. The classical algebraic approach has proved 
to be fmitful in several fields, Including specification of colnputer systems, proof 
of properties for such specifications, definition of a good not on of implementation 
together with proof methods to check for their correctness. The main reasons behind 
the success of this framework are as follows: 
Specifications obtained in this fashion are abstract: they describe the view of the 
specifier about a given system without committing to any particular implementa- 
tion, and without having to provide superfluous details. 
They are modular: a complex specification is built by association and composition 
of smaller specifications. This process may be done in a hierarchical fashion. 
Emphasis is put on the data types on which the system operates (the method is 
therefore often referred to as the abstract data type approach). This brings 
information relative to the control, which is semantical and prone to undecidabil- 
ity, back to the level of the data, which is syntactical and generally decidable. 
However, a major drawback to the classical algebraic approach has been its 
umited capacity to deal with systems involving concurrency. Our purpose is here to 
extend the classical framework to deal with concurrent systems, till in keeping with 
the above characteristics: abstraction, modularity and data-driven approach. 
It is also possible to view this work in a dual rashion, namely as adding the 
abstract data type flavour to classical proposals for the specification of concurrent 
systems. Actually, a large number of methods have been proposed so far to specify 
concurrent systems. To mention but a few: automata nd formal languages (cf. e.g. 
[23,52]), Petri nets ([ 571; cf. also [65,59] for mixing this approach with algebraic 
specifications), streams [14,15,17], temporal and modal logics (cf. e.g. [S&56,46] 
for an overview), event structures [67,18], state charts [32], mathematical frameworks 
such as CCS [47,423,49], CSP 1331, MEIJE [ 111, ACP [2,3], programming languages 
such as Concurrent Pascal [ 121, ADA [ 193, Argus [43], Occam [35], etc. Several of 
these methods are illustrated in a particular example and compared in [61]. Less 
research as been performed concerning specification vs. implementation issues (cf. 
however [ 54,3 1,50,53,42,16]). 
When checked against he previous criteria, some approaches do allow for a good 
notion of abstraction (event structures, pre-orders, etc.) or of modularity (CCS, 
several programming languages, state charts, etc.). However, few attention has been 
paid so far to the data structures involved in such systems. Almost systematically, 
tlkc data types that are manipulated are very simple (bits, integers, strings), which 
induces a relative lack of expressive richness. In formalisms such as CCS, CSP and 
ACP, the only externally visible information is that a given action did take place, 
without consideration of what modification the action actually performed on the 
underlying dais structure. Several authors have claimed that for a given application, 
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the introduction of richer data types would allow to simplify the control side of 
system. One of the purposes of the work presented here is to implement his idea. 
In our approach, the key concept is that of process specification, which has two 
hierarchical layers: 
the data part, which is in fact a classical, algebraic specification; 
0 the process par?; this aspect is close to formalisms such as CSP, CCS, and mostly 
to the process algebras of ACP. 
Processes apply to data via an application operator similar to the one of Backus’ FP 
languages. Application of a process to a datum returns a set of data, which models 
nondeterminism. 
Process specifications have been first introduced in [38]. The present article is 
based on the 7%&e d’Etut [37] of the author, to which we sometimes refer for 
detailed discussion or proofs. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is a basic review of the general 
concepts of classical (i.e. strictly sequential) algebraic specifications; it may be 
skipped by a reader familiar with the topic. Section 2 introduces the syntax and the 
semantics of process specifications. It is shown that methodological hypotheses of 
local consistence and completeness ensure the global validity of a process 
specifications. This brings relative safeness to the systematic development of 
specifications along these guidelines. We consider a notion of obseruutional con- 
gruence that coincides with the terminal congruence. It is the privileged tool for 
comparing processes. Section 3 defines the notion of implementation of a process 
specification by another process specification. It is established that proving the 
correctness of an implementation amounts to checking properties imilar to the ones 
for the classical case, together with particular, local, serializability properties. A 
systematic proof method is presented. Section 4 is an example of systematic, 
top-down, stepwise development of a process specification. Correctness proofs are 
given accordingly. Section 5 introduces a high-level primitive for the composition 
of process specifications. It mainly consists of putting together in parallel several 
process specifications, at a macroscopic level. It is shown that the proof method of 
Section 3 naturally carries over to the complex specifications built in this way. The 
resulting proofs are modular. Lastly, Section 6 presents complementary primitives, 
allowing to define richer processes. The purpose is to increase the expressive power 
of the approach. Semantic issues are discussed. The proof method of Section 3 and 
5 is not yet applicable to such extensions (the corresponding constructs are actually 
well known to drastically increase the complexity of possible proof systems). 
ssical algebraic specifications 
In this section, we briefly review basic definitions and concepts that are classical 
in the field of abstract data types. The reader may refer for instance to [44,30,28,22] 
for more detailed information. General results about term-rewriting systems, not 
presented here, may be found for instance in [34,36,39]. Notice that in this section 
we refer to &s&,zi-i.e. sequential-algebraic specifications, as considered SO far 
in the literature. On the contrary, the following sections will deal with our extension 
of this framework to concurrent systems, via our concept of process specification. 
A signature consists of a family S of domain names (called sorts), and of a family 
2 of operator names together with an arity function ar from C into S+. We usually 
write $: s1 X 9 - 9 x s,, + s,+~ when ar(f) = sI . . . s,,s~+~. 
Let (S, C) be a signature. An S, Zalgebro consists of a family of sets (A&s and 
of a family of operators (fA)fEr such that if f: s1 x l l l x s, + s”+~, then f” is an 
application from A,, x l l l x A,, into As,,+, l An S, Z-morphism from an S, Z-algebra 
A into an S, Z-algebra B is a family ( h,),, s of applications h, : A, + B, such that, 
for any f:s,x l l l xs,+s,+*, for any ti E As, 9 kCf A(:r 9 0 . l 9 tn )I = 
fs(hs,W, l = l , hJ tn )). S, Z-algebras with S, Z-morphisms form a category, Algsz. 
T’& denotes the algebra of ground terms that are well-formed in the signature (S, C ); 
this is defined in the usual way. X stands for a family (Xs)sEs of typed variables. 
Tsr(X) is the algebru of terms with variables. ( Tsqr)” denotes the set of terms of 
sort s, and similarly for ( Ts,&X))“. 
There exists a unique morphism, evalA, from Ts,, to a given S, Z-algebra A. The 
class Gens,s o f A‘s such that evalA is surjective is called the class of the finitely 
gerrerated algebras. 
A substitution is an application Q from X to an S, Z-algebra A. (r may be extended 
in a unique way into a morphism 6 : Ts,=(X) + A. We generally assimilate Q and 
5, and write to instead of v(t). 
An equation is a pair (M, N) of terms of Ts,,(X) belonging to the same sort, 
usually denoted by M = N For a set of equations E, we say that an S, E-algebra 
A sutisfies E iff for any equation M = N of E, for any substitution m : X + A, Ma 
and No are equal (in A). We write A t= E. The class of all such algebras is denoted 
by Algs,r,E. Similarly, Gen S,x,E denotes the class of the finitely generated algebras 
satisfying E. 
A congruence = on an S, Z-algebra A is a family ( =JsEs of equivalence relations 
on A, SUCK that if f : s1 x l l l x s,, + s~+~, if ti, t: E A,, and tj = si ti , then 
f”ct I,....t”!-=s,,+,fA(t:,~~., t’,). For a set of equations E and an S, E-algebra A, 
there exists a smallest congruence = $ on A that contains the pairs (Ma, NC) for 
all substitutions v. We write = E instead of = 2-x. 
An algebraic specification is a triple DATA = (S, 2, E), where (S, 2) is a signature 
and E as set of equations on S, C. We write Sig( DATA) = (S, 2) and Ax( DATA) = E. 
The corresponding classes Alg,,,, and Gen bATA both admit nit( DATA) = Ts,= f = E 
as initial model, and rm( DATA) = Triv S,E (the model where each set Triv& is 
reduced to a point) terminal model. Indeed, ordered by the relation A < B ifl 
there exists a unique morphism from A into B, GenDATA and AlgDxik are complete 
ese results ho1 under the prevision that eat sort in the 
(cf. e.g. [24]). 
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A signature morphism is an application (b : S, C + S’, C’ such that if f: s1 x l . . x 
%I + &l-t1 9 then 4(f): &(s,) x l l l x 4(sn)+ 4(s,+,). In this case, an S’, Zalgebra 
A’ may be regarded as an S, Z-algebra F’( A’) be letting F’( A')" =def A’&fS) for 
s E S, and fFmtA’) =&.f 4(f)“’ for fE Z: 
We now consider the notion of hierarchical specifisations and models. From now 
on, DATA, = (So, , &) stands for a given, predefined specification. Pt is under- 
stood that DATA, is rich enough to allow discriminations inside the specifications 
that “use” it; typically, DATA, contains the booleans, the integers, etc. Then, let 
DATA = DAT&u (S, 2, E) be a specification. 
1.1. Definition. (1) DATA is hierarchically consistent w.r.t. DAT& iff Vt, t’ E 
( TDXTAo)Sr with s E Sot 
t =EouE t’ @ t =E, t’. 
(2) DATA is hierarchically complete w.r.t. DAT& iff Vt E ( TDATA)‘, with s E So, 
3t’E (TDAT,J such that t =EouE t’. 
The first condition means that no “confusion” (i.e. no new relation) has been 
introduced in the predefined sorts, and the second condition states that no “junk” 
(i.e. no new values) has been generated in the predefined sorts. The specifications 
that we consider in this paper are both hierarchically complete and consistent. 
We define the class of the hierarchical models Algb,,, of DATA (w.r.t. DATA,) 
as the models A E Alg DATA and such that F’(A) is isomorphic to Init( DATAJ-whe-c 
i stands for the canonical signature morphism from Sig(DATA*) into Sig(DATA) = 
Sig( DAT&) u (S, 2). This means that the “restriction” of A to DAT& is isomorphic 
to Init(DAT&). 
The terminal congruence Eobs on TSig(DATA) is defined as follows: 
- for SO E So, for t, t’ E ( TDATA)S~, 
t = Ohs t’ iff t =lnjt(DATAo) t ‘9 
- for s E S, for t, t ’ E ( TDATJS, 
t- =Obs f’ iff VK E ( TDATA(Xs))‘o, with SoE So, K[t] =rnit(DAT&) K[t’]. 
Thus, two terms of a “new” sort are terminally equivalent if any “experiment” 
(producing a result in an “old” sort) produces the same result when applied to t 
or to t’. We then have the following proposition. 
roposition. Let DATA be hierarchically complete and consistent w.r. t. DATA0 . 
7hen Algh( DATA) is a sublattice of Alg( ATA). Its initial model is ATA) 
and its terminal model is 
“(DATA) = (DATA)/cobs= TSig(C4TA)/(~Ax(D~~~o)"~x(~~~~)U =Obs)* 
We are now able to assign semantics to that deals with 
classical specifications (the ones conside 
sublanguage of the specification language 
entation and further discussion about semantics issues). 
specification has the following form: 
generated by: cl,. a . , cp 
deli operators: d, , . . . ) dq 
equatioos: E, 
equations defining il, : EdI, . . . , equations defining dq : Ed, 
eMi spec DATA 
EC is a set of equations between terms without derived operators. The semantics of 
this presentation is as follows. Let 
its hierarchical constraints if: 
- DATAI,..., DATA, satisfy their respective hierarchical constraints, 
- m is hierarchically complete and consistent w.r.t. each DATAi, 
- m is hierarchically complete and consistent w.r.t. m 
The first condition sIllust be verified recursively. The second condition expresses that 
m behaves gracefully w.r.t. DATA,, . . . , DATA,, and the third one states that 
the derived operators of ?%?% are well-defined w.r.t. to the constructors of m. 
When DATA meets its hierarchical constraints, then its semantics is by definition 
AlgL(m). Here, the hierarchical models are taken w.r.t. DATA (equivalently, 
w.r.t. the constructors of DATA) and w.r.t. the DATAi’s (equivalently, w.r.t. their 
constructor se&). We refer to [7] for further details. In what follows, we assimilate 
DATA and its semantics. 
e. We may, for instance, write the following data specification of stacks: 
+ stack 
push: item stack + stack 
. v 
3% 
pop(empty) = empty 
pop(push( i, s)) = s 
re: i: item, s: StQck 
S 
any actual specification, with a disti 
may be seen as parameteri 
is an injective si nature morphism. If a 
occurs within the presentation of a specification, the 
obtained by applyin nature morphism defined in this fashion to t 
specification. 
Given a specification DATA (with its hierarchical constraints), the specification 
DATA’ = hidingf, , . . . , fn in DA 
(where the J’s are derived operators) is by definition the specification with SDATae = 
S DATA 9 cDATA’ = cDATA - {fi , . . . ,fn}, and of which the hier hicai models satisfy 
all equations between ground terms of DATA containing n that are satisfied in 
DATA. 
In this paper, derived operators are systematically assigned constructive dejhitions 
as follows. Let DATA be as above. A Constr-enumeration f type sn x . . . x s, is a 
family ( <),5+n, of n-tuples of terms of q.,,.....JX) of type s1 x c - l x s,,, such tbt 
fbr any -tuple (t,, . . . , t,) of q,,,_..,CP1 of type s1 x l l 9 x s,, there exists a unique 
substitution o and a unique j E [ 1. . . m] such that ( tt,. . . , t,) = 7,~. Thus, the (?j) 
form a generic description of Ts:.,,...,,I x l l l x Tsl;;, ,...,cpl, which is exhaustive and 
non-ambiguous. 
Now,foreachdE{d,,..., d,), a constructive dejnition is a system of axioms 
d ( fj.d ) = tj,d forjE[I...m] 
where the (+i_d) form a Constr-enumeration of the domain of d, the tj,d are in 
T Sig(DATA)tX), and such that the union of these systems, interpreted as a term- 
rewriting system, is finitely terminating (confluence is automatically assured). 
A specification written in that fashion, i.e. where each derived operator is assigned 
a constructive definition and where EC = 8, is assured to be hierarchically complete 
and consistent. We refer the reader to [26] for further discussion. 
In the following sections, we make extensive use of so-called record data 
specifications. They have the generic form: 
DATA = ([spec-id, DATA,], . . . 9 [spec-id,, 
The DATAi’s are data specifications. Some oft entifiers pec-idi ma 
The sort of interest of DATA is called record. 
provided for reading and writing in the different fields, 
di + di J (d E TDATA and d; E TDATA,). 
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In this section, we introduce syntax, semantics and basic properties of our process 
spec$c&ms. Syntactically, they can be seen as text intended to describe a given 
system with shared data structures. From a semantical point of view, standard 
features (describing parallelism, application, etc.) are automatically added to a 
process specification, so as to expand it into a classical algebraic specification. 
As mentioned in the introduction, a process specification is divided into two 
hierarchical ayers: 
the data part, that represents the current state of the environment; it is described 
as a classical algebraic specifications 
the process part, specifying the agents that act concurrently on the data; processes 
are built out of basic entities called actions, that may be either atomic or composite. 
Atomic actions are the primitive entities upon which all the processes are built. 
They behave as atoms w.r.t. the inter-leavings, i.e. they cannot be interrupted by 
other, simultaneously running processes. Composite actions are defined in terms of 
other atomic and composite actions. 
Processes apply to data via the application operator: 
_: :_ : process x data + data. 
The result is in general a set of data. 
2.1. Syntax of process pecijica tions 
The general form of a process specification is as follows: 
process specification SPEC 
datz specification: DATA 
atomic actions: A 
composite actions: C 
equations for atomic actions: EQA 
equations for composite actions: EQ, 
en ecification SPEC 
Notes. (1) DATA is a classical algebraic specification that describes the environment. 
It will often be a record (cf. Section 1). 
(2) The form of the equations defining the actions is defined later, since this 
involves operations not introduced so far. However, it may already be stated that 
atomic actions are defined by how they apply to the environment, whiIe composite 
actions are defined by composition of simpler, atomic or composite actions. 
e- Based on the classical specification STACK, given in Example 1.3, 
g process specification may be constructed: 
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at0 
RESET: + process 
PUSH : item +process 
POP : + process 
equations for atomic actions: 
RESET: : s = empty 
PUSH(i) : : s = push( i, s) 
POP : : empty = 0 
POP::push(i,s)=s 
where i: item, s: stack 
end process pecification PSI 4C K,, 
The process POP pops the current environment when it is not empty, and otherwise 
returns a no result. This is a possible way to take into account exceptions (cf. [S, 6] 
for different approaches to this question, in the classical algebraic framework). In 
ct, PSTACK, may be obtained by a straightforward translation of the classical 
algebraic specification STACK, of stacks into a process pecification. The translation 
is analyzed in full detail in [37]. In PSTAC& it is possible to consider terms such 
8s: 
., 
(PUSH( i,) 11 PUSH( Q 11 POP) : : push( . . . ) 
where 11 is the parallel composition operator defined hereafter. It is thus possible 
to describe concurrent computations at this stage- as fully discussed in what fol 
1.2. Semantics of process specijica tions 
The semantics of a process specification SPEC is provided by translating SPEC 
into a classical algebraic specification SEM(SPEC). Then, by definition, the seman- 
tics of SPEC is the classical semantics of SEM( SPEC), i.e. the class of its hierarchical 
models (cf. Section 1). 
Actually, we could have presented the whole approach by considering the process 
spec . . . construct as a macro returning a classical specification-thus staying within 
the usual abstract data type framework. However, such a simplification hides the 
intuition behind processes and concurrent specifications. Also, in this fashion, 
making use of a classical notion of implementation or of classical composition 
primitives, the questions arising in the description of concurrent systems would be 
irrelevant. 
We now give intuitive characteristics of the transformation from SPEC 10 
(SPEC). The signature of (SPEC) has the two following parts: 
(1) A “constant” part9 common to all process specifications. It consists of 
operators allowing to define processes: 
6: a constant standing for deadlock, 
+9 ;3 II: P t o era ors for nondeterministic, sequent H and parallel corn 
the part describing the application of processes to data (operator : :) , 
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(2) A “user-defined” part that allows the specifier to w te diRerent instances o 
process specifications. 
Likewise, the equations are divided into two parts: a constant part t 
meaning to the operators of the constant part of the signature, and a user-defined 
part. The synopsis of a process pecification is then as shown in Fig. 1. rkened 
part of the drawing stands for the user-defined entities. The translation SPEC) 
se: set-of(DA?‘A), basi 
_::_:proct?ssxs+s 
the composite actions c ( . . . + process) 
PI14 = (PlL4)+(4u.P) (9 
uations defining k : 
SILP =S (3 
~PWL ?- = cPLd+(YLd (k) 
for each atomic action a: 
alLP = a;p (0 
(m) 
S::x 0 (4 
(p+q)::x 1 (p::x)u(q::x) (0) 
(p;q)::x = q::(p::x) (P) 
EQ* 
p::0 0 (9) 
p::(xuy) 1 (p::x)u(p::y) (r) 
. . 
- l ’ - 
Fig. 1. 
PLlgdwaic specification f concurrent systems 
p, q, r: process 
e (SPEC) 
with 
generators: 
6 : + process 
_ + _ : process X process + process 
- ; _ : process X process + process 
the at ic actiorss A ( e _ e + process) 
uatious: 
(p+q)+r = p+(q+r) (4 
Cp;q);r = (4 
sip = S (0 
(P+!?):r = (P;~h+w) (8) 
r;(p+q) = (r;P)+h?) 09 
where p, q, r: process 
end spec basic-process( SPEC) 
and 
spec set&( DATA) 
enrich: DATA 
emrations: 
(d: + data 
_ v _: data x data + data 
e : 
SUS’ = S’US 
(Sv S)u S” = SW (SW S”) 
Su@ = S 
svs = S 
ere: S, S’, S”: data 
e ec se&o ATA) 
SJ (1) ule ~oce~~~ S KC) corresponds to basic processes and 
coincides with the normal Corm of all the processes, as shown hereafter (Section 2.3). 
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(2) The module set-@ DATA) specifies all the sets of elc ta. Each 
element is considered as a ingleton set. The specification DATA is invoked via an 
enrich clause since new va es are added to the sort of interest data (cf. [7]). 
(3) Equations (a) through (g) are inspired from the ACP formalism (cf. e.g. 
[2,3,5,64]). They are completed here by the equation (h), stating that the two 
processes 
r;(p+q) and (r:p)+(r;q) 
are indistinguishable. This assigns linear-time semantics to our approach; it is 
consistent with the fact that we can on!y observe final results of computations. We 
are not interested, for instance, in the branchings that are possible at a given moment 
of the computation, since we have no way to observe them. Also, ability to detect 
deadlocking branches is lost; notice that is is also consistent with 
q::x=@ implies (p+q)::x=p::x. 
We now have to describe the equations that define atomic and composite actions. 
(4) The equations defining the atomic actions are constrained to the form 
a( tF) : : em = env’ 
where eno and env’ are terms of TPA-rA(X)d”“, i.e. terms with variables, of sort 
data, and belonging to the DATA specification; in particular, they are not allowed 
to contain : : symbols (nsrr + , ;, 11, etc.). This is to express the idea that an atomic 
action should be defined only via the result of its application to the environment. 
From a methodological point of view, this allows for modularity and security in 
the definition of the atomic actions: the specifier simply concentrates on the definition 
of one atomic action a at a time and in the case where it is the only action applying 
to the environment. One need not care about what happens if a is run while other 
processes operate in parallel; this is automatically taken into account by the general 
semantics of process specifications. 
Equations defining an atomic action a are said to be locally consistem (respectively 
locally complete) if they may be considered as a definition of a new operator 
a( -,...,- ) : : _ that is in turn consistent (respectively complete) w.r.t. DATA. 
These conditions are easily achieved in practice, using constructive definitions 
(cf. Section 1). 
(5) The equations defining composite actions have the form c( ?) = exp where exp 
is an expression that may contUnn atomic and composite actions, combined via the 
operators +, ; and 11. This allows for recursive definitions, as in the next example: 
c(O) = a(O), c(m+l)=c(m)I(a(m+l). 
One then has c(mr) = a(O) II a(l) II l . . II a(m). 
s before, the fam y of equations defin ctions is called locally 
istent (respectiv locally complete) i red as a definition of 
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composite actions that is hierarchically consistent (respectively camp 
basic processes -i.e. the processes built out of atomic actions and composed via ; 
and +. Again, these conditions are achieved in practice by the use of constructive 
definitions (cf. Section 1). 
ng conventions sre systematically use 
2 Oi =bl and *i’ bi = 
ix 1 i = 1 
n+l 
b bi ~61 and 
i=l 
yfi: bi=(fi, 4) ;ba+l 
We then have the following result. 
2.2. Proposition. Ass,~me a given process pecification SPEC such that the atomic and 
the composite actions have locally consistent and complete definitions. Then any ground 
instance of a process of SPIX is congruent o one of the following normal forms: 
6 or c;=,n,J!, ai+j where each ai,j is a ground instance of an atomic action. This 
form is unique (modulo $3~ axitims of DATA about the terms of sort data, and the 
axioms (a)-(e) about the terms of sort process). .’ 
Note that unicity modulo the axioms of DATA is necessary in order to identify 
two normal forms such as a( 1+ I) and a(2). 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let MOD = (a)(b)(c)(d)(e) u Ax(DATA). Suppose that 
the equations (f) through (r) are oriented from left to right. It is proven in [37] that 
the resulting system- modulo MOD-is canonical. The proof is tedixis and is not 
reproduced here. 
Note. Powerful results [62,25,63] have been obtained recently stating that, under 
certain conditions, the union of two canonical term-rewriting systems is still canoni- 
cal. Our case is still out of the scope of these results. However, there is a natural 
way to divide the above system into two parts: 
R,: (ij(j)(kj(ij(mju E c, defining the operators 11, U_ and the composite actions, 
R,: (n)(o)(p)(q)(r) v EQA, defining the o 
It is proven in [2] that (i) through (mj is c is then easy to deduce that 
R, is canonical, using the hypotheses about EQc. Likewise for RZ. Note th 
and R2 do not interact much: there are no critical pairs between them. Also, 
ruies about which confiicts could occur are left-linear (it might be necessary to 
forbid the occurrence of a variable both on the right and on the left of a : : sign in 
the rules of FQA, which is not restrictive). We hope at, in a close future, new 
results will allow to conclude about the canonicity of 
We still need to show that the normal forms-the existence a 
MOD of which have just been established-are of the form given in Proposition 
2.2. To this effect, we remark that a ground normal form of sort process is made a 
priori out of operators 8, +, ;, II,11 and of at’s (ground instances of atomic actions). 
Now, because of rule (i), a normal form cannot contain 11 symbols. Suppose it 
contains 3 L symbol in a normal form t. Let o stand for its leftmost-innermost 
occurrence. Then 3” = u II ZJ, where u can only be built out of symbols cy’s, 8, + and 
;. But 
- if an Q! is the root of U, then (k) reduces ?I”, 
- if S is the root of U, then (j) reduces $,,, 
- if + is the root of U, then (1) reduces q,, 
- if ; is the root of U, we may write u = ul ; u2. Then, by case analysis on U, , one 
of the rules (g), (j), (m) reduces ?I~. 
In any case, we derive a contradiction mqs terrqinates the proof of Proposition 
2.2. q ~ + 
We obtain the following corollary. 
2.3. Corollary. Assume a given process pecification SPEC such that the atomic and 
the composite actions have locally consistent and complete definitions. Then 
SEM(SPEC) is hierarchically complete and consistent w.r. t. set-of( DATA) and basrc- 
process(SPEC). 
roof. The only observer with range data is : : . Completeness w.r.t. DATA derives 
from the fact that for any normal form p and any d OF sort data, p :: d is congruent 
to a term built with the constructors of sort data only (using (n), (o), (p), (q), (r) 
and EQJ. Consistence w.r.t. DATA then stems from the confluence of the above 
system modulo MOD. Likewise, completeness and consistence w.r.t. basic- 
rocess(SPEC) follow from Proposition 2.2 and from the canonicity of the 
system. Cl 
ote. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that all processes defined so far are static, i.e. 
that their normal form is “frozen” once for all. It has the canonical form shown in 
Fig. 2 (cf. Section 6.1 for further discussion). 
2.4. Observational congruence 
The sema es3 specificatioti SPEC has been defined as the classical c 
semantics 0 , i.e. the class of all its hierarchical models. However, 
when focussing on their process co + sot ail models are equally interesting. 
uish between processes that one would 
wish to assimil al way to observe differences between 
consider less discriminating Imodels: 
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in the algebraic fashion- considering the terminal hierarchical model (cf. Section 
i), i.e. the model that assimilates as many elements as possible, still in keeping 
with the hierarchical constraints 
considering observational equivaknczs (such as in CCS; cf. e.g. [47,48]) that 
define models where two elements are assimilated iff o servations of all their 
possible behaviours yield identical results. 
We now show that the two notions coincide in our apntnach. This is mainly due 
to the fact that the possible observations are only concerned with final resu’ls of 
computations. Again, no means is provided to observe, for instance, the possible 
branchings of a process. 
From now on, we generally assimilate SPEC and SE (SPEC). For kstance, 
TspEC denotes the terms built on the signature of SPEC, and Algh(SPEC) stands 
ss of the hierarchical models of SPEC (instead of TSEMtSPECj and 
SPEC)) respectively). 
2.4. Definition. Let SPEC be a process specification. 
(1) We define the equation Eobs as 
LGZLZA (xIlq)::d=(yl)q)::d I * x=y 
(x and y being variables of sort process). 
(2) Given a model A for SPEC, we define the observational congruence =ibs on 
A as the Sig(SPEC)-congruence on A generated by F&S ., 
(3) The observational equivalence -Ohs is defined on ( TSPEC)process by 
p Hobs p’ i (q, d ) E ( TSpEC) d”‘a x ( TSPEC) pmresz, 
(P II!?>:: d =DDATAspEC <P’ll cd:: d* 
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The notions of observational congruence and equivalence are similar to the ones 
(cf. [48]). = “ds is defined for any ode1 A of SPEC. When A is t 
nit(SPEC) of SPEC, we simply d te =\bs by sobs. 
2.5. Theo Given p, p’ in ( TSPEC) prOcess, 
(i) ev p) = zbs evalA( p’), VA E A@“( 
(ii) p z Ohs p’, 
(iii) p Hobs p’, 
(iv) p c term p’_ 
wing properties are equivalent: 
Recall that the terminal equality stem, characterizing the terminal model 
Term’(SPEC), is defined a priori by 
P’ iff VKIXI E ( TSPECIXprwcessl)prOEess~ Vd E ( T~PEc)~~~~, 
K[p]::d =DATAK[p’]::d. 
uivalence between (iii) and (iv) shows that the only useful contexts to 
differentiate between processes are of the form K[X] = (X 11 q). This is helpful to 
minimize proofs of equality between processes. 
f of Theorem 2.5. (i)@ (ii): This is an immediate consequence of Birkhoff’s 
theorem. 
(ii)e (iii): We simply need to prove that -ObS is a congruence. To do so, since 
it is obviously an equivalence relation, it is enough to show that, for two ground 
terms p and p’ of sort process such that p -Ohs p’, for any context K[X] E 
( TSPECCxprvcessl) pmcess~ K[ PI -Ohs K[ p’]. This is achieved by structural induction 
on K[X]. The current hypothesis is that 
~d~(T,,,,)da’~,tlg~(~~~~~)process, (pIIq)::d =DATA(p’I(q):: d. 
Case K[X]=X+r. We have 
= I( P'+ 7) II 41: 4 
and thus K[p] -Ohs K[p’] 
Case K [ X] = X ; T. Due to the distributivity of + , it is not restrictive to suppose 
that 
K 
7= l-I Tk and q = fJ q/. 
k=l /=I 
Assume that the normal form of p is p = cf= 1 n,‘l’: pi,j. Then 
141=(Pll4) v+p ;<+> 
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me meaning of ilie iii&x A is illii$fated in F, 3 -which depicts an interleaving of 
9 and (n,“Zi Pi,j) ; T. Consider successively the three members of the above sum. We 
have 
(a) [(pIIq);7]::d=T::[(pl)q)::d]=7::[(p’llq)::d]=[(p’llq);7]::d, 
[p ;(q)l7)]::d=(q)lr)::[p::d]=(ql)7)::[p’::d]=[p’;(qll7)]::d. 
e third member may be written as 
Up)= i [(PII&) ; 49 A=1 
with 
Hence, 
Wp)::d= f. [(PI(&) ; ?r,]::d = i [(p’II&) ; wJ::d =&(p’)::d. 
A=1 A=1 
We obtain [( p ; T) II q] : : d = [( p’ ; 7) II q] : : d, i.e. finally, K [ p] cobs K [ p’]. 
Case K[X] = 7 ; X, K[X] =X k 7, K[X] = T k X. These cases are established as 
thz previous one. 
Case K [X] = X II r. We have 
and thus K [ p] -Ohs K [ p’]. 
Case K[X] = T II X. This is proved as in the previous case. 
This terminates the proof by structural induction on K [Xl. 
(iii) c~4 (iv): The (iv)a(iii) part foilows from the above characterization of = term. 
Conversely, suppose that p -Ohs p’. Since -Ohs is known to be a congruence, it
follows that for any context K [X] E ( T,,,,[ X,,,,]) process and for any d E 
( TsPEc)data, K[p]:: d = K[p’]:: d; that is p =termpr. 
This termina&s the proof of Theorem 2.5. q 
K 
kdk 
L 
dl 
big. 3. 
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ate, From Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.2, it su ocesses 4 
that are serial in the contexts (X 11 q), i.e. Of the form q = n i ai. This gives rise to 
the same relation webs, and further decreases the amount of verification involved 
when proving the equivalence of two processes. For instance, we immediately obtain 
identities uch as 
p ; 8 sobs 8, etc. 
3. Implementation telation between rwess specifications 
In this section we consider the question of implementing a process specification 
by another process pecification. As usual in the algebraic approach, the implementa- 
tion is itself a specification, which may in turn be implemented at a further develop- 
ment stage. Since our notion sf implementation is compositional, this allows for 
the design of large specifications in a stepwise refinement fashion. 
ln order to define a notion of implementation between process specifications, a
first solution is to say that SPEC is implemented by IMPL iff the semantics 
SEM(SPicC) of SPEC defined in Section 1, which is a classical algebraic 
specification, is implemented by SEM(IMPL) for a classical notion of implementa- 
tion. Actually, diiferent notions of implementation have been proposed in the 
classical framework (cf e.g. [21,58,60], and [6] for a review). However, this has 
the inconvenience of hiding the intuition behind processes and concurrency, and 
of allowing for irrelevant implementations. We therefore introduce a new notion of 
implementation, adapted to our framework. It essentially demands that, for two 
processes p and p’ being equal in the specification, there is no experiment inherited 
front the specijkation that can discriminate between the implementations of p and 
p’. This point is developed below. 
A first step is to define how to match syntactically entities from the specification 
against heir implementations. This is done via the following notion. 
ition. Given two process specifications SPEC and IMPL*, a signature 
of process specification from SPEC into IMPL is a signature morphism, 
in the classical sense, from SE PEC) into SEM(IMPL) such that 
4b(dat%PK) = 4 (process,& = P~O-~MPL, 
Cb@hPEC) = 8 IMPL, 44USPEC) = UIMPL, 
w kPEd = : :IMPL, 
WSPEd = 6 IMPL, 
H+SPEC) = +lMPL, dd ;SPEC) = ;ilMPL= 
= 
II IMPL, 4tkSPEC) = kIMPL= 
u c,,,,) s AIMPLU c,MpL, 
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implementation, in keeping with the str cture of process s ecification: distinction 
between processes and data, etc. 
As in the classical approach, to any model 1M of 1MPL the following algebras 
may be associated: 
SPEC)-algebra F4( M) e letter F standing for “forget”) obtained by 
ting any operator f of S C) as +(f )--cf. Section I; 
the Sig( SPEC)-algebra FR’( M) (the letters FR standin for “forget-restrict”) 
consisting of the elements of F’(M) that are finitely generated 
otice that WC do not incorporate here a third, so-called “identify” stage, as is 
sometimes done for classical specifications. This slig tly rest&s the generality of 
the implementations that we cljnsider, and has been done to improve clarity. In 
fact, “forget-restrict-identify” implementations have been considered in [37]; they 
lead to definitions and correctness proofs that are drastically more complex. 
Moreover, the gain in expressive power is mainly noticeab!e for the data layer. 
Since we want :o focus attention here on the process layer, this is still another eason 
to use the “forget-restrict” approach. 
We then have the main definition 
3.2. Definition. Let SPEC and IMPL be two process specifications, and 4 be a 
signature morphism for SPEC to IMPL. We say that SPEC is implemented by IMPL, 
which is denoted by SPEC PL, iff for any couple ( t, t’) of terms of TSPEC( X), 
SPECt= t = t’ + FR’(IMPL)l=ob” t = t’. 
The relation FR’(IMPL) != Ohs t = t’ means ‘hat for any model A’ of IMPL, the 
SPEC model FR’(A’) satisfies t =obs t’ (i.e. t =$&,vj t’, with notations of Definition 
2.4). 
We now proceed with giving a constructive way to characterize the implementation 
relation. Let us still denote by 4 the Sig(SPEC)-morphism defined between the free 
algebras TspEC and TIMP,_: 
Vfe wspw, 4Ef(h, l l 19 t,)l= 4(f)[~~h), l l l 9 wJ* 
It is not true that 4 induces a morphism from the models SPEC into the models 
IMPL. This is false even if IMPL is actually an implementation of SPEC. We show 
however that, in the last case, 4 behaves like a morphism w.r.t. the oheruations of 
SPEC. 
A first characterization of the notion of implementation is then expressed in the 
followir! s theor 
(SPEC) ‘a’a and fad any ground substitution O-, 
The contexts [X 14(993 :: #5(di) correspond; to the experiments inherited from the 
specification that might allow to differentiate between processes of the speci 
Theorem 3.3 then means that for any processes p and p’ that are equal in the 
specification, the previous experiments hould not be able to discrimmate between 
their implementations 4(p) and +(p”). We feel that this captures in an accurate 
way the intuition behind the implementation of processes. Notice that some 
experiments from 1MPL itself may allow to discriminate between 4(p) and +( p’); 
for instance, a context [X II_41 : :& where 9 is not equal to some 4(9) or 4 is not 
equa? to some #(d). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. First, rephrasing Definition 3.2 via BirkhoBPs theorem, one 
has SPEC + IB IMPL iff for any axiom = N of SEM(SPEC) and for any ground 
substitution ir, 
FR+(IMPL) bobs A&T = Ivcr. 
On FR*[~~it~~~ L)] we define the relation t*Obs(@“: 
- for 4 f’ Of SOti data, t *Ohs”’ t’ iff tEDATAIMPL ?‘,
- for p, p’ of sort process, p ~obs”‘pr iff 
(&#‘~9k:+fdb =DATAIMpr (P’Ibb(f&:‘$(d). 
The natural observational congruence =$+[I,,ti(IMPL,I on FR’[Init(IMPL)], w.r.t. to 
the processes and data of SPEC, contains M~~‘(@” by application of Theorem 2.5. 
Thus, to prove the identity of the two relations, we simply show that the latter is a 
UH?grueRc!? for SPEC. 
First, e+obs(dp’ is an equivalence relation. Then the fact that +,Ob”rs’ is a SPEC- 
congruence is aiso deduced from Theorem 2.5. As an example, let us prove that it 
acts gracefully w.r.t. a context K[X] = (X 11 n), for some 7r E FR”[hit( IMPL)] proress. 
Suppose that p c, obs’rb’ p9 (both being of sort process). We have tr = &(+) for some 
7-? E ( TSPEC) prcpress. Then, v(9,4 E ( TSPEC)da’a x ( TSPECI prwess, 
~(~l~~~l#rgS(9~)::~(~)=((pll~~~~)ll~(y)~::~td)=(pii(~~~~l1~(9)))::~(d), 
The other identities are proved in a similar way. 
We now remark that 
art stems from the fact that the mo 
then have the 
Theorem 3.3 m 
ablish the correctness o notation as FolEows. 
+(Mg) =DATAIMP,_ This is to checking DATAIMPL is 
implementation of via 4 implementation relation taken 
between specifications in usual “forget-restrict” Thus, our 
of implementation process specifications to the parts- 
which classical specifications-corresponds to the cIassica1 notion of 
implementation. 
(2) The axioms of (2) are automatically satisfied, in the sense of Theorem 3.3, 
since they are axioms of IMPL (which is a process specification). 
(3) In order to satisfy the axioms of group (3), consider axiom (I): u k p = Q ; p 
(p being a variable of sort pr~cp~s, and a being a ground instance of atomic action). 
We must have, for any couple V( 4, d) E ( TSPEc)d“‘a x ( TSPEC) p’~ce~s~s, 
f(&d 11 4(p)) 11 ddq)]:: +td) =DATAIMP,_ [b%h) ; ddp)) 11 +fdI:: (#dd), 
i.e., wxt. tk experiments inherited from SPEC, b(a) must behave as an atomic 
action (axiom (m) is interpreted likewise). This corresponds precisely to what one 
wishes to demand from a good notion of implementation. In Subsection 3.1, we 
will concentrate on a proof method for gro 
(4) Validity of the properties of group (4 s that for any atomic action a of 
SPEC and for any d, d’~ ( TsPEC)dO’u, 
a : : cl = DATAspt (. d’ * 4W:: bW ~DATAIMBi W’h 
Under the assumption that (1) is satisfied, this is equivalent o the statement that 
if 6 E GA l-&PEC and a :: d = do3 then 4(a):: 4(d) =DArAIMI,I t$(d()), Le. that t 
image (via 4) of the application of a process to a datum is equal to the a 
(in DATAIMPL) of the image of the process to the image of the datum. 
ssicai abstract data 
t condition to s 
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Pj: for any composite action c of the specification, c’ = 
composite action of the implementaticn such that the 
definition of c’ is a translation by #5 of the definition of c. 
The definition of c’ al&y have to I-Z completed if the image b 4 of the constructors 
of DATAspEc is a s&t subset of the constructors of DATAIMP‘ (cf. [37] for full 
details). We then hdve this result. 
ition. Under the above hypothesis ( 
satk fied, then (5) is satis$ied. 
if (0, (2), (3) and (4) are 
roof. Immediate. II 
On the whole, proving the correctness of an implementation-under (Hyp)- 
simply amounts to the foi;owing: 
(a) Proving that (1) is satisfied. This is equivalent o proving that DATAINPL is 
a correct implementation, in the classical sense, of DATAspEc. 
(b) Proving that (4) is satisfied. This amounts to classical abstract data type proofs. 
fc) Proving that (3) is satisfied. This point is analyzed in full length in Subsection 
3.1. 
As a last result in this subsection, we have the following composition theorem. 
3.5. Theorem (composition of implementations). If SPECl +@I SPEC2 and if 
SPEC2 + ‘2 SPEC3, then SPEC, + ‘&I SPECS. 
This result is important methodologically, since it allows for the development of 
specifications via a stepwise refinement strategy, as announced in the introduction 
(cf. ako Section 4). 
eorem 3.5. Let p, pk T SPEC of sort process be such that SPEC I= p = p’. 
Since SPEC I + ‘8 SPEC2, we have, for any couple (q, d) E ( TSpEC)‘a’a X ( TSp& PrOce’s, 
,(,f’) 11 h(q)] :: 4,(d) =3ATA-, b#b(p’) 11 h(dl:: h(d)- 
Since SPEC2 +‘2 SPEC3, it follows that 
= DATA3 chht P’) II #Mhm 1: 4,4,(a. 
The last property is equivalent o FR’ d 2 l(SPEQ l=Obs p = p’, which terminates the 
proof of Theorem 3.5. cl 
As a conclusion to this section, let us emphasize on the fact that our notion of 
implementation satisfies the following criteria: the implementations may be com- 
posed, our approach is loose (i.e. the class of models is not monomorphic) and it 
still operates wit servational framework. 
3. I. 7%e serializability condition 
In this section, we deal with the validation of condition (3) of the previous section, 
i.e. the axioms about inter-leavings. 
Conventions. Let SPEC and I PL be two process pecifications, and 
from SPEC to IMPL. 
(1) For two processes p, p’ of IMPL, we write p +Ppp p’ iR r any d E ( TsPEC)dPtP, 
p:: 4(d) =DA-~A,~~,_ P’:: 4(&- 
(2) a, 6,. . . stand for atomic actions of SPEC. 
(3) A, B, . . . stand for atomic actions of IMPL. 
(4 % BI l l l stand for serial components of atomic actions of IMPL. 
For instance> we write symbolically 
b(a) =C ai 4(b)=Ch, (Yi = rlA i,n 9 Pi =ii Bi,m, etc. 
i i n m 
These last notations omit the -variation range of the indices i, j, M, n, as we will 
often do in the sequel for sake of clarity. 
We notice that 
Given an atomic action a of SPEC, and two processes p and q of ( T&-) p”cess, 
we focus attention on the term (a ; p) 11 q, which is the left-hand side of axiom (m), 
and on its translation by c) in IMPL. To this effect, let the following normal forms: 
and, for each couple (p, Y) and (p’, Y’), 
Hence the relations 
Lastly, we suppose that +(a) = Ci ai. 
Condition (3) of the previous subsection expressing the observational validity of 
( ) m: 
(#(a) ; #(P)) IL 4(q) Happ 4(a) ; (44 P) II 4%)) (3)(a) 
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then becomes, with the previous notations, 
We notice that the above formula must also hold for M and 1M’ being singleton 
sets, since in (*) p and q may be products of atomic actions. This implies that 
relation (3)(b) must also hold for constant ~1 and ~ ‘. Conversely, if this is the case, 
(3)(b) clearly holds in general. It stems from this that (3)(b)-and thus (3)-is 
equivalent o (omitting the indices p, pc’) 
with 
and where a,, a’,* range over the atomic actions of SPEC. 
Recall that p waPP p’ means that for all d E ( TSPEC)data, p :: 4(d) = p : : 4(d’). A 
natural sufficient condition for (3)(c) to be verified is then that for any (i, & 5’) and 
for any d E ( TSPEC)data, there exists a j such that 
Condition (3+) includes the case of the axiom (I), with v ranging over the empty 
set. This leads to the following definition. 
efinition. We say that IMPL is a strong implementation of SPEC ifI the 
properties (1)(2)(3+)(4)(5) are satisfied. 
Since (3+)*(3), a strong implementation is r” n implementation. The converse is 
false, as shown by a technical counter-example i3 L37]. 
* Tk seriizl components the implementation, denoted by 
PL), are the serial components in PL of the images via 4 of the atomic 
C, i.e. the ai’s such that xi cyi s the normal form of some +( a)-where 
a ranges over the atomic actions of SPEC. 
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iven components (&)lSkSn of PL), we denote by 
1NTER[(&)ls/&l th e interleavings of the (Igk),skSn, 
INTER[(Pk)Isksnlfirsr-ri the interleavings of the (&)lSksn, the first action of 
which is precisely the first action of pi* 
This leads to the following fundamental theorem. 
3.8. Theorem. Conditiorr (3+) is equivalent to Vd E ( TSPEC)‘aW, V/S,, . . . , & E 
W(JMPL), Vie [l . . . n], Vt? E rNTER[(Bk)l~~~nllrst_*i ?P::t$(d)=fj or 
I toze;r2 exists jE[l . . . n], and V’E INTER[(&)k,[, . . .j- . . ..J such that 
?P:: (d) = (pi ; V’) :: 4(d). 
This provides the following proof method for the correctness of an implementation 
(under the assumption that the other properties (1)(2)(4)(S) have been established): 
show that for any interleaving p of serial components of SER( IMPL), and for any 
4(d) on which !J’ does not lead to deadlock, it is possible to “regroup” the actions 
of a component at the head of ?& still observing the same result on #(d ). Graphically, 
this is represented in Fig. 4. This proof method, consisting in checking the regroup- 
ability of each serial component, will be illustrated in the examples of the next section. 
Let us ternark that the condition obtained in this section bears resemblance to 
the serializabiliry conditions of database theory (cf. e.g. [24,68,66]) that rule about 
concurrent accesses to a database. Our approach may actually be viewed as the 
a 
I 
either: 
Fig. 4. 
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description of concurrent queries$he actio s of the different processes) applied in 
parallel to a shared database (the environment, in our terms). 
evelopment of an implementation 
In this section, we present an example of development of an implementation in 
a top-down, step-by-step fashion. A development step consists of adding new 
implementation details; each step should be relatively simple, SO that the verifications 
involved at each stage remain reasonably simple to perform. Essentially, two kinds 
of steps may be taken (more complex operations might of course be considered, 
but lead in our opinion to erratic deveiopment, and should therefore be proscribed): 
- data refinement, where only the data part ef the specification is altered. It is 
replaced by a new implementation (in the classical sense), whereas the processes 
remain unchanged. The verifications involved for such a step are similar to the 
ones that occur when proving the correctness of an implementation i  the classical 
algebraic framework. 
- process &~eme~t, where a small number of atomic actions of the specification 
receive a new, more complex, implementation. The data part remains unchanged. 
The verifications involved for such a step consist in proving the regroupability of 
the serial components of the implementations of the atomic actions cf the 
specification that have been split up at that stage. 
This top-down development scheme is close to what happens, or what should 
happen, in the development of real systems involving concurrency. For instance, 
one should not be allowed to modir”y at the same time the data part and the process 
part (which generally leads to erratic and erroneous pecifications). 
In our current example, we start with the “high-level” specification PSTACK, of 
stacks given in Example 2.1. 
Step 1 (from PSTACK, to PSTACK,-data refinement). The first step is to divide 
the data part into two “half-stacks” that respectively hold the first and the second 
halves of the items. This is done as follows: 
process specification PSTACKI = 
data specification: STACK, 
RESET: + process 
PUSH : item *process 
POP : + process 
uations for atomic actions: 
RESET: : s = empty 
PUSH(i) : : s = push(i, s) 
POP: : empty = 0 
OP:: push(i, s) = s 
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STACK], [2nd, HSTACK]) renam ag record into stack 
empty: + stack 
push : item stack + stack 
POP : stack + stack 
empty: 
, [2nd, empty&tack]) 
equations defining push: 
push, ([lst, hl, Pm4 bl)) 
= ([ lst, hpush( lst( i), hs,)], [2nd, hpush(2nd( i), hs,)]) 
equations defining pop: 
pop(([Ist, hs,l, Pnd, W)) = (W, hpop(Wl, Dnd, hpopU=dl) 
where: i: item, hs, , hs2: hstack 
end spec STACK, 
(lst, 2nd and HSTACK standing for first half, second half and half stack respectively) 
and where 
spec HSTACK = STACK (HITEM) 
renaming stack empty, push, pop into hstack, empty-hstack, 
hpush, hpop 
end spec HSTACK 
Note that PSTACKl is identical to PSTAC&, with STACK, replacing STACK,. 
In order to establish that PSTACK, is a correct implementation of PSTAC&, 
we simply have to prove that the classical da a specification STACK, is a correct 
forget-restrict implementation of STACK,. is is a classical abstract data type 
proof, not presented here (since it is easy, a not directly relevant o our topic). 
Step 2 (from PSTACK, to PSTACK2- process refinement). We now wish to take 
advantage of the fact that the items are stored into two parallel half-stacks, so as 
to have the atomic actions POP and PUSH split into parallel actions acting on each 
half. Thus, in the next specificat:on PSTACK2, the atomic actions are RESET (acting 
on both halves), and POPI, L)OPz, PUSH, and ifying the two half’ 
stacks separately). The composite actions are PO 
POP = POPI 11 POP, and PUSH(i) = PUSH,(i) 11 PUSH*(i). 
To avoid unwanted interleavingh, we proceed as follows: 
(a) The environment is enriched with a new to t can either take the 
value I, indicating that the next atomic action may be any, or I (CTspectively 2) 
indicating that the next action must apply to the first half&z% (respectively to the 
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second half-stack). The enriched environment is denoted by STACK: (actually, it 
should have been defined by a further data refinement step 
PSTACKI 4’ PSTACK; *p PSTACK*; 
since the former step is easy, and directly dependent on the latter process refinement 
step, it is presented within this latter). NOW, in what follows, we dynamically ensure 
that the digerence between the sizes of the two half-stacks never exceeds 1 (for an 
initial environment being the image of a stack). 
(b) The atomic action RESET simply demands “next” to be equal to 1. 
(c) We impose that a POP*, performed when next = I, is followed by a POP,. 
This is ensured by having POP, check that, when next = 2 (it has been set to this 
value by a POP, or by a PUSH,), the size of the second half-stack is equal to the 
size of the first half-stack plus 1 (which is not the case after a PUSH,). 
(d) Similarly, we impose that a PUSH,(i), performed when “next” = I, is fol- 
lowed by a PUSH2(i’), such that Ist(i) = Ist(i’). Th% leaves pending a PUSH,( i’) 
and a PUSHJ i), which is consistent. We ensure this as previously. 
This gives rise to 
process specification PSTACK* 
data part: STACK‘: 
atomic actions: 
RESET : + process 
POP,, POP, : + process 
PUSHI, PUS& : item + process 
composite actions: POP, PUSH 
equations for atomic actions: 
RESET: : ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hs,], [next, n]) = 
if n=_L 
then empty 
else 0 
POP, : : ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hsJ, [next, n]) = 
if n = I A size(hs,) > 0 
then ([ Ist, hpop(hs,)], [2nd, hs& [next, 21) 
elseif n = 1 A size(hs,) = size(hs,) + 1 
then ([ kt, hpop(hs,)], [2nd, hs,], [next, L.]) 
else Q) 
POP, : : ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hs2], [next, n]) = 
if n = I A size(hsz) > 0 
then ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hpop(hsz)], [next, 11) 
elseif n = 2 II size(hs,) = size( hs, ) + 1 
then ([lsi, hs, pop( hs,)], [next, _I_]) 
else fi 
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PUSH,(i) : : ([ Ist, s,], [Znd, I=$], [next, n]) = 
if n= I 
then ([ lst, hpush( lst( i), hs,)], [2nd, hs2], [next, 21) 
elseif n = 1 A size( hs2) = size( hs,) + 1 A top( hsz) = 2nd(i) 
then ([ lst, hpush( lst( i), hs,)], [2nd, hsJ, [next, J.]) 
else 0 
PUSHJ i) : : ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hs2], [next, n]) = 
if n= I 
then ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hpush(2nd( i), Ls,?!, [xxt, I]) 
elseif r~ = 2 A size(hs,) = size(hs,)+ 1 ,h top(&) = rst(i) 
then ([ lst, hs,], [2nd, hpush(2nd( i), hs2)], [next, 11) 
else Q) 
equation for composite actions: 
POP= POP, I] POP2 
PUSH(i) = PUSH,(i) 11 PUSH*(i) 
where: i: item, hs, , hsZ: hstack 
end process specification PST’AC& 
where 
spec STACK: = (STACKI, [next, I-2-ANY]) 
equations defining empty: 
empty = ([ lst, empty-hstack], [2nd, empty-hstack], [next, I]) 
equations defining push: 
PUW, Wst, hsJ, Pnd, bl, Cnext, x3)) 
= ([ lst, hpush( lst( i), hs,)], [2nd, hpush(2nd( i), hsz)], [next, x]) 
equations defining pop: 
pop(([lst, hl, Pnd, W, [next, x3)? 
= (bt, h~o~(hs,)l, Pnd, h~op(Wl, [next, ~1) 
where: i: item, hs, , hsZ: hstack, x: I-2-any 
end spec STACK: 
The definition of the specification l-2-ANY is 
spec l-2-ANY = 
operators: 
1,2, I : + l-2-any 
end spec l-2-ANY 
The theorem of PSTACK,: POP:: s = pop(s) does not hold anymore in PSTACKZ. 
However, it holds for any s which is the image by 4 of a ground term of STACK, l 
roof of the correctness of PSTACK2. We prove that rial components of the 
plementation POPI ; POP*, POP, ; POPI, 
PUSH2( i) ; PUSH,(i) are regroupable, in the sense of Section 3.1. 
(1) Let S = POPI ; r ; POP2 ; r’ such t is not empty 
Let 4(s) be the implementation in STA of a stack of 
the two half-stacks of 4(s) have the same size, and its “next” component is set to 
_L. We consider several subcases: 
(a) If r = RESET ; F’ or r = POPI , l Y’ or r = PUSH,(?) ; r”, we immediately 
obtain that S : : 4(s) = $3 (because of the erroneous value of “next”). 
(9) The case r = POP, ; r” is exciuded by hypothesis. 
(7) If r = PUSH2(i’) ; r”, then after POP* has been applied to 4(s), we have 
size&s,) = size(hs2) - 1. Since PWSHZ demands that size(hsl) = size(hs2) + I, we 
obtain that S:: 4(s) = 8. 
This proves that PO l ; POP, is regroupable, a milarly for POP2 ; POP,. 
(2) Let S = PUSHI ; r ; PUSH2( i) ; r’, WI is not empty. Considering the 
possible subcases as above, we find that the on ase where S:: 4(s) may not be 
equal to 0 is for r = PUSH&‘) ; Y’, with lst( (i’)= Then S &must contain an 
occurrence of PUSJHI( i’)-denoted by PUSH ince S is an interleaving of 
PUSH{ i’) = PUSHT( i’) 10 PUSH2( i’). 
(CY) if PUSHT(i’) occurs in r”, we may write ” = G ; PUSH%‘) ; r2 and thus, 
s :: 4(s) = (PUSH,(i’) ; PUSH#‘)) ; (r, ; PUSH:(i) ; r2 ; 
PusH2( i) ; r’) : : 4(S) 
using the fact that PUSH*(i) =Obs PUSH,( i’). 
(g) If PUSH:(?) occurs in r’, we may write r’= r, ; PUSHr(i’) ; & and thus, 
S::+(s)=(PUSH,(i’) ;PUSH,(i’)) ;(rll ;PUSH*(i) ; r1 ; 
PUSH:(i) ; &) : t 4(S). 
This shows that PUSH, ; PUSH2(i) is regroupable. Note that it is actually another 
serial component, namely PUSHI( i’) ; PUSHI( i’) that has been regrouped at the 
head of S. 
Similarly, PUSH2( i) ; PUSH,(i) is regroupable. This terminates the proof of the 
correctness of PSTAC& . 
5. ParaM composition of process specifications 
In order to describe large, eealistic systems by me ns of process specifications, we 
must provide ways of building a specification out f smaller ones, i.e. composition 
primitives. The classical theory uses mainly two primitives: 
The u&n of several specifications. This union usually exists under an asymmetric 
li’orr;n, in which a new spec fication uses old ones. Union may be performed with 
hierarchical constraints (use clause in PLUSS [9,7]) or without (enrich clause 
betxreen drafts in PLUSS). 
Via paranteterization. This allows to dicrlne a generic specification, and to sub- 
stitute actual specifications to its formal parameter. 
However, these primitives seem insufficient in the analysis of concurrent systems 
via process specifications. Actually, a real-size system is generally composed of 
autonomous subsystems that are run concurre t is then natural to describe 
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of these subsystems by a process specification, and to use a new primitive 111 
to put them together in para lel. The purpose of this secti0 is to &s&be this new 
primitive. We draw the atte tion of the reader to the fact hat there are now two 
parallelism between processes of a given specification, expressed by the previous 
11 primitive, or micro-parallelism, 
parallelism between specificationp a) expressed by the new 111 primitive, or macro- 
parallelism. 
The final grammar of process specifications is then 
process-specification = basic-process-specijica tion 1 
compound-process-specijication 
compound-proress-specijkation := process-spec#ca tion 111 
[ process-specijfca tion ] + 
Ti’re terminal basic-process-specijication corresponds to the process specifications 
defined so far (Sections 2 to 4). 
We make the hypothesis that the data part of all the process specifications used 
henceforth are records, i.e. of the form 
DATA = ([id-spec, DSJz . . . , [id-spec .) DS,]). 
Indeed, this has to be enforced for basic specifications only, and will then automati- 
caily hold for compound ones. We define thefusion of n records DATA,, . . . , DATA, 
as a record DATA where each of the fields of the DATAi appears exactly once; 
common fields are not duplicated. For instance, if 
DATA, = (Ix, WI, 1 Y, D%l) and DATA, = CY, DS21, b DMA 
then DATA = ([x, DSJ, [y, DS2], [z, DS,]). It is thus a constraint of the fusion that 
two specifications appearing under the same identifier are identical (for a complete 
discussion on these constraints, cf. [37]). 
We use the following conventions: let d be in DATA, and di in DATA,; d [ i + di] 
denotes the element of DATA equal to di along the fields of DATAi, and to d 
elsewhere. Also, qi stands for the projection of d along DATAi. For instance, if 
d = (Ix, a, IY9 t21, [5 hl) and d2 = CY, Cl, 15 m 
then 
42+ d21= (I% hl, C Y, Cl, [z, Gl) and 4, = (Lx, t11, [Y, f2Da 
These conventions are extended to several fields, with notations d [iI, . . . 9 in + 
da ‘I ’ l l l s di,,l and dli, ,..., i,, l
Then, suppose that for i E [ 1 . . . n], SPECi is a process specification (basic or 
compound) with associated data part DATAi. We define SPEC= 
SPECt 111 l l l 111 SPEC, as follows. As for basic process specifications, SPEC has a 
data part and a process part; 
its data part o SPEC is DATA, i.e. the fusion af the DATAi’s 
- its processes are of the form p = p, 111 l l - 111 pn where each pi is a process of SPECi* 
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The above process p then behaves as each of the pi acting in parallel on the part 
of I3TA it knows about. 
Recursively supposing that the semantics of SP C,, . . . , SPEC, is known, t 
semantics SEM(SPEC) of SPEC Ss by definition thz following classicaf s cation: 
_::_:Processxdata+data 
_JII_ :process x process + process 
equations defining the operator : : : 
((Pi+%) UL()liPi))::d = (Pill$$J+dU (dlL(~lip,j)::d 
for any atomic action ai of SPECi, 
d’ 1, l l l 9 i- 1, i+ 1, l l . , n + 
( > 
111 ~j : :d’ll,.__,i_l i+l 
l ,..A 
jPi 1 
whered’=d[i+(ai::d)] 
uations defining the operator I/: 
(PI Ill ’ l l Ill Pnhu% Ill l l l 9”) = ((PI II sdlll l l . IIICP” II%I)) 
Where pi,qi : processSpEC, , d : data 
(SPEC) 
. (1) There are exactly n distinct operators l l l Li ( l l l Ill l . - 111 l l l ), i.e. one 
per SPECi from which the first action of a 111 is executed. 
d 
ut one axiom may be understood as follows. Applying (ai li (Ilk+ i pi)) 
to consists of the 
(a) Applying Qi, o d. The result is d’ = 
d[i + (ai : : d)]. 
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(b) The processes (pi)j# i are then applied in parallel to the previous result d’. 
Actually, it is though there were only n - 1 processes left, applied in parallel 
to d’, i.e.: $jti Pj) : : d’I*...i-I.i+I ,.... n l 
Hence previous axiom. Notice that (llb+i pi) may a priori modify the fields that 
appear in i. 
We now extend the notion of observational congruence to the case of’ parallel 
specifications. 
5.1. Definition. Let -Ohs L kxtote the binary relation on SPEC defined by 
6) -obslDATA = = DATA, 
( ) ii f*ObslspEC, = c*$&, for every i fs [ 1 . . . n], 
(iii‘. (PO 111 l l e 111 pn) +bobs (fJ1111 l l l 111 qn) iff Vi E [I , . . II], pi Mob’ qia 
One checks that -Ohs l 1s well-defined. We then have the equivalent of Theorem 2.5. 
5.2. Theorem. The jdlowing properfies are equivalent Cfor t, tk ( TsPEC) prUr’ess): 
(iii’) t webs t’, 
(iv’) t =t=m (‘1. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.5, it is clear that -Ohs is a SPEC-congruence. 
Moreover, for t, t’ in (T&EC,) processf, t @Obsi 2’ iff t =Temh(EPkC,) t’. Suppose now that 
t and t’ are in ( 7&c) process, and that rt cobs t’. We have 
l = Ill Pi and f = III PI, 
ISiSn 1SiSn 
with V’i E [l . . . n], pi -Ohs qi, and thus pi cTennh(spEC) qi. Since =Term’f(SPEc) is a
congruence, it follows that t =~er,,,‘t(sPEC) t’. Thus, (iii’)+iv’). 
Conversely, if t =Terrnh(sPEC) t’, for all Q = lll~~i~ ,, qi, and for all d of sort data, 
(t,@fj):: d =(t’/ij):: d: and therefore, 
(,~~~“(Pillqi))::d’(,~j!“(P1llqi))::~ \\ \A 
One then easily deduces that for any i E [l . . . n], pi webs pi, and thus finally 
to obs I t. 0 
The 1 operator helps to ensure the equality betv _ d r-n the two relations. Without 
it, we would have in general sTerrnh(sPEc) 2 webs, but the converse would not 
necessarily hold. 
5.1. Implemer; ta tion of parallel specijica tions 
Here we deal with the question of the implementation of a compound specifica’;ion 
by another compound specification. To this e?Tect, let: 
EC = SPEC! 111 l l 0 111 SPEC,, and I PL= IMPLI 111 l l l [[I 1 
to2 S. Kqdan 
(hereafter we will discuss the equality of the number of parallel corn 
SPEC and IMPLJ. 
The nntion of morphism of process s 
IMPL is extended by demanding: 
cation (Definition 3. I ) from S 
Then let d) be a morphism of process s 
functor FR4 (forget-restrict) ar,B u”$? 
s previously, we define t 
3. Definition. SPEC is 
IMPL, if and only if frz-r 
PL viisp 4, which is written SP 
(t, 1’) of terms of SPEC, 
54. Definition. (1) A family +i : SPECi * IMPLi of morphisms of process 
specification is ci3 tible iff, for any field 2 of DATAIMPL, n DATA:MPLj and for 
any ground term t of DATASpECI 
(2) Wnder this hy othesis, a morphism 4 = &,I11 l l l 111 from 
This is done by stating 
that the restriction of 4 to each SPECi is equal to 4i, and that 4 applies to the 
csnstructor of the records of DATAspEc as in the above definition. 
NOW consider the question of the proof oJirnplementations. Byanalogy with what 
was presented in Section 3, IMPL is a correct implementation of WEC if and only 
if 
tht: properties of type (l)(2)(4)(5) are sattsfied for each of the SPECi/IMPLi; 
the analogue of (3), i.e. the nonexistence of nasty interleavings, is satisfied. 
e notion of strong implementation (Section 3.1) is extended to our case by 
we then have the next definition [using the notation 
to eorem 3.8). 
of the second kind. 
5.6. Definition. Given comgonenrs (& ) 1 s ks n of S et stand for th 
n] such that Pk comes from an action of SP 
ings of the (&)lGk-sn, denoted by lNTERhomC 
Ap such that any /it is an interleaving of (j3k)keJ1., with J, 
Thus, each A, is built of serial components that c me from a given SPEC i. 
component is regrouped inside a same A, (i.e. a giveu & may not be split between 
a A, ;a~& a &j. However, the components of a given Al are not necessarily serialized 
(cf. Fig. pi,\_ Lastly, it is understood in Definition 1.6 that the same muliiset of actions 
is found in tire (&JlsksN and in A. 
We then have the following result. 
5.7. Theorem. IMPL is a strong implementation f SPEC if and only ij 
(i) each IMPLi is a strong implementation f SPECi; 
iiij Vd E ( TspEpjdata, VP,, . . . , jlN E SE Vk[l . . . n], VWE 
INTERL(Pk)l~k~N]s,t,i either V :: 4(d) = Q) np there exists A E 
INTERhomog[(dgk)l~kcN ] such that !P::4(d)=A::4(dj. 
Proof. The condition is necessary. Conversely, let A = n[= E Ak be as above. Suppose 
that A, ccmes from a given IMPL,; since ZMPLS is a co;rect implementation of 
SPECi, we can write A ,::4(d)=flj ;+‘::+(d). Letting 7y’=+‘;Az ;* l l ;A,, we 
actually obtain V:: t/i(d)= (pi ; ??‘):: t&(d). II 
Scheinatically, we have the situation as shown in Fig. 5. 
We draw the attention of the reader on the pragmatical significance of this result, 
which allows for compositional proofs. Indeed, in order to prove the correctness of 
SFEC w.r.t. IMPL, it is enough to prove the correctness of each SPECi w.r~. I
and then to focus on tho interactions between the I 
interleaving is equivalent o an homogeneous interleaving when applied to a given 
4(d)- 
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Heterogeneous: 
Sequential: 
k 
f 
f 
/ *@/NW / 
:: d 
Fig. 5. 
Note. One may wish to generalize what has been presented above: we have con- 
sidered only the case where specifications and implementations have the same 
number of components, the signature morphism being applied component by com- 
ponent. This implicitly expresses that the hierarchical constraints of the (semantics 
of the) specification 
use: SEM(SPEC,), . . . , SEM( SPEC,) 
M(SPEC) should aiso be satisfied by the implementation. 
This is natural, but not compulsory. For instance, one may have two parallel 
modules implemented by three parallel ones. This point still has to be explored. 
However, this case may often be treated by the following development scheme: 
(1) Implement SPEC, by IMPL, and SPEC* by IMPL2 (at this point, 
SPEC, 111 SPECz is implemented by IMPL, 111 I 
(2) Implement IMPLz by IMPL’, 111 IMPL;. 
Then IMPL, 111 IMPLS 111 IMPL,” is a correct implementation of SPECl 111 SPE&. 
Notice that checking for the correctness of the implementation of IMPL* by 
PL,” may be done by straightforward extension of the method of 
Section 3. 
may put in parallel several instances of a given process specification, 
bing networks of process s ecifications. For instance, let SPEC be a 
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process specification with fields 1, 2, 3,4. Then the “architecture”’ shown in Fi 
is described by 
process spec NET = entifying l[,j] with 3[i,j-11, 
with obvious notations. Notice that the links in the network are here represented 
by the four above fields, and may thus be assi various natures: reliable or 
unreliable channels (in network architecture), wires (in VLSI design), etc. Even 
though we are bound to communication by shared variables, this is a mechanism 
sufficiently abstract o simulate very different types of information passing. 
Note also that each modules has: 
- communication variables, i.e. fields that are shared by several modules; 
- state vuriables, i.e. private fields; this would be the case with the previous example 
when adding a new, “nonconnected” field 5. 
This way, each module may be considered as a processor with computational 
facilities (the actions), communication media (the communication variables) and 
local memory (the state variables). 
Finally, one may think of other composition primitives for process pecifications. 
For instance, an if-then-else primitive may be defined at the level of process 
specifications, which would allow for dynamic reconfiguration of the “current 
architecture” of a network. Also, parallel composition has been considered so far 
at two levels: within a given specification (operator 11) and between several 
specifications (operator 111). We can generalize this by considering grapes of 
specijcations (similar to the classical concept of grapes of processes), then grapes 
of grapes, etc. These points will be the subject of fWther research. Notice however 
that the latter primitive may be simulated by the operator 111 (at the cost of flattening 
the grapes). 
1 
- * PSPEC 4 -- -o- 1. 3 
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xtensions of the for 
In this section, we present several extensions to the sic formalism. The purpose 
is to increase the expressive power of the overall approach. With such extensions, 
the proof method of Sections 3 and 5 does not apply any more. is is why their 
presentation has been postponed. 
In 1371; several extensions are discussed. We concentrate here on two of them, 
E_ definitions allowing for dynamic processes, and fixpoint 
definitions allowing for nonterminating processes. The extensions not presented here 
mainly concern global termination, synchronous computations, critical sections, and 
waiting primitives (cf. 1371 for further details). 
6.1. De$aiGon of dynamic processes 
The processes defined so far may be considered as static in the following sense: 
a given (ground) process p admits a unique normal form Gi flj ai,j that fully 
determines the application of p. Somehow, the structure of p is frozen (we may say 
that p is fully determined at compile-time). 
On the contrary, one may wish to define processes that really interact with the 
environment, i.e. that may modify their structure according to the current value of 
the environment. To this effect, a new constructor is introduced: 
EN-ELSE, : boo1 - exp x process x process + process. 
The new sort bool- exp denotes a domain of expressions that apply to the 
environment via an appkation operator: 
-( : : )-: boo1 - exp x data + book 
This operator plays a role similar to the : : operator. It is thus necessary to define 
it in a hierarchically consistent and complete fashion. This could be done via axioms 
oftheformB(~)(::)d=d’,withB:s,x- l x s,, + boo1 - exp. Instead, use the 
examples (cf. [37]). To each B[X,, . . -, X,,, X] with s1 x l l l x s,, x 
data + bool, operator is associated 
4 -, . . . , -, l ):s*x l l l x s, + boo1 - exp 
gether with the axiom 
B(t I,-=-, n, t l )(::)d=B[t, ,..., t”,d]. 
Thus, the symbol l in B stands for the place of the current envira.nment (i.e. of the 
argument of sort process in B). Notice that the previous axiom provides a hierarchi- 
cally complete and consistent specification of (: : ) if the operators appearing in B 
emselves have a ierarchically complete and consistent specification. 
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le, The current environment is 
Let X be a variable of sort ciata. Xlarra,, is a context of sort array. Then, 
K [X] = equal?(XI,,,,[ n], i) (with n: natural, i: item) 
is a context of sort 6001. Via the previous transformation, we associate with it the 
equal?( l (array[ -1, _ ) : natural x item + boo1 - exp 
so that, for instance, 
equal?( l iarray[ n], i) : : ([array, empty-array[O t iO, . . . , 17 
The above convention is extended as follows. With ;fny context K of profile 
SIX l l l x s,, x data + data, 
we associate the atomic action 
K( -, . . . , ‘, *)x,x l l l XS” 
defined by 
+ process 
+ i, . . . I], [boolean, b]) = T. 
Ic(t ,,..., t,,,-)::d=K(t ,,..., t,,d). 
From now on, we systematically assimilate K and K. 
6.1. Exam@ (continued). We specify a process earch( i,x, y) that inspects whether 
an item i appears in the section [x.. . y] of the array component of the current 
environmeat. If so, the boolean component is set to T. The search is done by 
dichotomy, and in parallel. We suppose that the initial value of the boolean is F. 
The specification is 
(xsy)=T=$search(i,x,y)= 
IF equal( +rrayM 9 
THEN l [boolean f- T] 
ELSE search( i, x + 1, x + [$( )r + y + 1) J ) 11 search( i,x 
+ lKx+v + 0J+ 1, Y) 
(A s y) = F + search( i, x, y) = 8 
This specification is actually usak in parallel. This means that if a process: 
search( i, x, y) 11 search( i’, x, y) 
is applied to an initial environment with bookan component equal to F, then the 
boolean is eventually set to T iff the [x.. . y] section of the environment contains i
or i’. 
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The definition of the derived operator : : is extended as follows, in order to take 
into account the new constructor II 
(ITE): 
expWd=T * (IFexpT Ep+d=p,::d 
exp(::) d = F * (IFexpT EM:: d =ps: d. 
When the specification of the boolean expressions is hierarchically complete and 
consistent w.r.t. the booleans (which is the case when using only boolean expressions 
of the above form), (ITE) is equivalent o 
(IF exp THEN p1 ELSE pt) : : d = 
if(exp(::)d)then(p,::d)else(pz::d). 
Note that the specification of IF-THEN-ELSE, is hierarchically complete and 
consistent w.r.t. -&e specification DATA of the environment (provided those of 
exp, p1 and p2 are). Recall that it means that for any d E TDATA, there exists a 
d”f TDATA, unique modulo E DATA, such that 
(IF exp THEN pl ELSE ~2) : : t =Axspecv(mE) tl. 
The specification of IF-THEN _ ELSE _ is not hierarchically complete and consistent 
w.r.t. the old set of constructors of the processes: an expression 
EN p, ELSE p2) is not congruent to a term built with 6, +, ; and the 
atomic actions. This is precisely due to the dynamic aspect of a process built with 
IF-THEN-ELSE_; and this is why IF_THEN_ELSE_ had to be defined as a new 
constructor. 
Last, the definition of the derived operator 11 has to be completed w.r.t. the new 
constructor, which is done via 
((IF exp THEN p ELSE p’) U, q) = IF exp THEN p 11 q ELSE p’ k q. 
One then checks the following proposition. 
6.2. on 2.2). Let SPEC be a process specification 
using the constructor and such that 
- DATA is hierarchically complete and consistent, 
- the atomic and composite actions have hierarchically complete and consistent 
dejnitions (CT Section 2), 
- the boolean exp the right-hand sides of the definitions of composite 
actions inside an _ are hierarchically complete and consistent w.r. t. 
the booleans. 
Then the associated speciftca tio C) is hierarchically complete and consistent 
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roof. The proof is identical to that in Subsection 2.3. 
icular semantical problems arise with the new I N- SE - operator. 
1s of observational congruence, of implementation, etc. are extended in 
a straightforward manner. Actually, one simply needs to check that -Ohs is still a 
congruence. Referring to the proof of Theorem 2.5 in Subsection 2.4, the new case 
is then as follows. 
Case K [ X] = IF exp T E w”. Suppose that exp ( : : ) d = T. Then, 
Suppose that exp ( : : ) d = F. Then, 
EN p’ ELSE 7) II q] : : d. 
[(IFexpTHENpELSET)llq]::d=[T((t&:d 
EN p’ ELSE 7) II q] : : d. 
In any case, K [ p] -Ohs K [ p’]. 
Note that this is true also for contexts K [X] = IF exp T EN 7 ELSE X. This 
finishes showing that cobs actually is a congruence. 0 
However, the proof method by serializability of the interleavings, presented in 
Section 3.1, does not extend easily. Recall that it actually relies on the particular 
normal forms of processes without IF-THEN, ELSE,, and on the related notion 
of a serial component. Such concepts are not sensitive any more in the presence of 
the IF-THEN-ELSE, operator. This is a subject for future investigations, Note 
that it is known from other fields (e.g. database theory) that proofs for dynamic 
processes are much more difficult in general than proofs for static ones. 
6.2. InJnite processes 
The processes considered so far are required to have a finite behaviour, i.e. to 
represent finitary computations. This has been introduced for technical reasons, 
namely to ensure the hierarchical completeness and consistency of SE 
Note that this point comes up in several places: termination of the systems defining 
the atomic and the composite actions, termination of the system (f) through (r) (cf. 
Subsection 2.3). 
ln order to be able to describe injhite processes, and to minimize the loss in 
mathematical completeness, we introduce the following special fixpoint operator, 
which is a new constructor for processes: 
pp. E [ p] with E [ X] E T[ X,,,ocess]pmcess~ 
Rigorously, we have just defined an infinity of such constants: one per possible 
context ] and per variable p. 
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Now, a process specification SPEC is allowed to contain equations defining 
composite actions of the form: 
C( i) = pp. E; (p j. 
We still suppose that these definitions are hierarchically complete and consistent 
w.r.t. the extended set of constructors: 8, +, ; , the atomic actions, IF 
and p. In order to assign semantics to this, the module basic- proeess(SPEC) (cf. 
Section 2.2) is completed by the axiom 
Intuitively, the axiom states the validity of the unfolding of a fixpoint definition. 
Notes. (1) This actually stands for an infinite number of axioms (or a meta-axiom), 
just as the p’s denote an infinity of constants, which raises no particular difficulty. 
Similarly, we implicitly use the classical rules of the lambda-calculus: identification 
of pp. E[p] and &q.E[q], a-conversion, etc. 
(2) The substitution in the axiom is performed at every occurrence of the variable 
p (full-substitution, cf. e.g. [&I). 
6.3. Example. We present here a simple, centralized solution to the problem of the 
mutual exclusion of several processes. We want to specify processes P( n: natural), 
acting on a specification ITEM, that indefinitely perform an action a(n). The 
environment is enriched to: 
DATA = ([item, ITEM], [index, NATURALu {J_}]) 
The purpose of the index is to indicate which process P(n) is allowed to take action, 
and is equal to _L if any process may proceed. We use two atomic actions: 
In, Out : natural + process 
with axioms 
In(n) : : ([item, i], [index, m]) = ifm = I then ([item, i], [index, n]) else Q) 
Out(n) : : ([item, i], [index, m]) = ([item, i], [index, ~-1) 
ere: i: item, n, m: natural 
We may suppose that a has been defined via equations of the form a(. . . ) : : il = i2, 
wbsre for each such equation, il and i2 are expressions of sort item. They are 
_ somatically extended 
a ( . . . ) : : ([item, i1], [index, m]) = ([item, iJ, [index, m]) 
Lastly, we define the P’s as composite actions in the following way: 
P(n)=pp.(In(n) ;a(n) ;Out(n)) ;p. 
Then P(q) I] l l l (n,J realizes the parallel execution of k insts~es of the P’s, 
with mutual exclusion of the a’s. 
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The extension to systems of equations is as follows. We consider the meta-operators 
CI~~~PI~~~~P~,~~~,P~~~~-~,P~~~,~P~,...,~,~~ forsomeiE(l...n]. 
The new equations characterizing fixpoints become 
~i~P*~El[P,,=..,P~l,.-.,P”.E~I:Pl,...,P~I~ 
= Ei[PI\cILI{P1 l ElliPl 9 l l l 9 Pnl, l l * 9 Pn* En[PI 9 l l l s Pn3Ir 
PIl\tb{Pl l El[Pl 9. l l 9 PiI19 l l l 9 Pn- &[PI 9 l l l , pnl~l- 
An important particular case is the one of so-called guarded fixpoint definitions. 
We briefly recall well-known results (cf. e.g. [4,5]) that directly apply to our case. 
The classical notion of a nonguarded term on T[X] is defined by 
- any variable Xi is nonguarded, 
- if t is nonguarded, then, for any t’, 
t + t’, t ; t’, t II t’, 
IF bool- exp THEN t ELSE t’, 
IF 6002 - exp THEN t’ ELSE t 
are nonguarded. 
A term is guarded iff it is not nonguarded. We say that a fixpoint is guarded if the 
contexts Ei that occur in it are guarded. 
Denote by A TpEC the algebra of finite and infinite terms (cf. e.g. [29,51,52,1]) 
constructed with atomic actions and with the operators 8, +, ; and 
F-THEN, ELSE,, quotiented by the “axioms between constructors” (a) through 
(h) and (ITE). We then have the following classical result. 
6.4. Proposition. Let p = pi{ pj. Ej[ PI, . . . , pn]}tsjsm, where each Ej is guarded. There 
exists a unique m-tuple (Aj)lsjsm o, elements of AFpEC such that 
Aj=Ej[A,,...,A”], VjE[l...m]. 
Moreover, if no IF-THEN_ ELSE, operator is used, the Aj are regular terms of 
A& and conversely, any regular term may be put under the above @i form. For 
a proof of these classical results, see [51,3]. 
Note that, as in Subsection 6.1, the semantic notions of observational congruence, 
implementation, etc. (Sections 2 and 3) may be extended, and that the proof method 
of Subsection 3.1 cannot. cobs is obviously still a congruence, since k introduces 
only new constants. However, this notion of observational congruence is too weak. 
Actuaiiy, it is not very relevant to compare the “final value” of computations 
[p 11 q] : : d and [p’ II q] : : d, when the computations that are involved are infinite! 
These values may actually not be “defined”, i.e. not equal to a term of TDATA. This 
point Wi!!! be a topic 06 f further research. Recent work. about projective limit spaces 
[20,40,41] are probably relevant. 
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7. Conclusion 
S. Kaplan 
The formalism presented in this article extends the algebraic framework to the 
case of concurrent systems, still in keepir_g with the advantages of the classical 
approach: abstraction, modularity, strcng method logical guide!iaes, data-driven 
approach, etc. 
learning about 
amounts to 
- defining the 
. 
_ Qefiimg the 
apply to the 
- defining the 
actions. 
For a specifier acquainted with ssical algebraic specifications, 
our approach is easy. Actually, signing a process specification 
data part; this is a classical algeb 
atomic actions; one simply needs 
environment; 
composite actions, by composition 
Wc have developed several examples within t 
specification; 
describe how they separately 
smaller, atomic or composite 
framework presented in this 
article that demonstrate its interest and flexibility. esides the ones presented here, 
more realistic examples have been given in [37 1. For instance, we have described 
there a distributed, object-oriented language; this has been done at a high-level of 
abstraction-providing abstract semantics for he language-, and at the 
implementation level, a realistic implementation on a multiprocessor machine has 
been described, each processor dealing with its objects in a time-sharing fashion. 
Our approach allows for the definition of implementations, and we hr*-e presented 
a method for the proving their correctness. This method carries over to *Tompound 
parallel specificatior,s built via the 111 operator, yielding modular proofs. Also, since 
entations are compositional, the overall method is prone TV top-down 
ment by stepwise refinement. Each step should then either be a data 
refinement step, or a process refinement step. These points have been illustrated in 
Section 4 in an example. 
The notion of observation has been crucial all along this work. For instance, an 
implementation is correct if two processes that are equal in the specification are 
implemented into two processes that cannot be differentiated by observ;l!ions from 
the specification. In fact, observational semantics is now largely accepted as an 
essential tool for the study of concurrency; one a vantage of our approach is to 
take this aspect into account, still in keeping with the style of algebraic specifications. 
Abstraction and modularity are ensured at two levels: 
- At the process level. The processes are determine by their sequences of atomic 
actions, and the definition of each atomic action local: recall that one simply 
describes the application of an atomic action when it is the only process around. 
Interactions between processes do not have to be specified explicitly. 
- At the specification level, via the operator 111. The interaction is then limited to 
state variables. This way of building large specifications out of smaller ones closely 
follows the way to naturally divide a system into smaller subsystems. 
Lastly, let us mention some questions that will be topics of further research. The 
proof methoti of Subsection 3.1 should be enhance in order to treat “dynamic” 
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processes, i.e. processes built with IF_.T _ operators. Our way of dealing 
with infinite processes, defined via the lo fixpoint operator, should be refined. Two 
salient points are the questions of implementation proofs, and of a better notion of 
observational equivalence. 
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